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A PRIVATE ISLAND NOT A RESORT
Our plan was to develop a private island, not a resort. A place, where
simple yet inspiring architecture, good food and personal service come
together in a spectacular natural setting.
We want guests to enjoy the best of local dishes and to appreciate service
that is relaxed, genuine and not bound by training manuals and fake smiles.
Conservation and consideration of environmental issues have been a
priority in the development of Nikoi. Nevertheless we have chosen not
to label Nikoi as an “eco-resort” as we believe the description has been
overused and there has been just too much “green washing”. Instead our
goal has simply been to ensure the island’s natural beauty endures.
Therefore, as much as possible, we have left Nikoi as we found it – a
desert island.
Our environmental strategy extends beyond the island to the use of locally
sourced materials and the employment and training of local staff. As a
result, Nikoi is not only an important contributor to the local community,
but a project that local people feel proud and privileged to be part of.

What makes Nikoi unique…
* An exclusive private island just 85kms from Singapore that can be rented
as a whole or as individual beach houses.
* Simple barefoot luxury. Sand and wood floors allow guests to truly go
barefoot from the moment they step onto the island.
* Authenitic local dishes with a focus on fresh ingredients, homemade
breads, pastries, juices, ice cream and condiments combined with service
that is friendly and genuine from committed staff.
* A diversity of nature and activities; a pool set amongst spectacular granite
boulders, jungle paths, stunning coral reefs to explore, powdery white
beaches and deserted islands to sail to or picnic on.
*A natural and safe environment for children’s imaginations to run free, a
rare prospect nowadays and one we treasure.
* Nikoi was developed as an ecologically sound holiday destination with the
preservation of the island’s natural beauty as a priority.

NIKOI HISTORY
The name Nikoi is a local variation of the Hokkein word for papaya
(paw paw) – a fruit that was originally grown on the island.
Soil and weather conditions on the island are ideal for papaya, and where
it has sprouted naturally and today part of gardens and landscaping. There
is little recorded history of the island but shards of pottery and coins have
been dug up to indicate the island was inhabited around the turn of the
20th century and possibly earlier.
The great variation in these finds has led to speculation the island was a
trading post outside the port of Tanjung Pinang, possibly to avoid taxes. In
those times trade between China and India was brought by sailing ship and
it was more efficient to use the trade winds to sail to the bottom of Bintan

rather than into Singapore. There are many ship wrecks in the area around
Nikoi many dating back 500 years or more. Penyengat Island, just off the coast
of Bintan’s capital Tanjung Pinang, was the cultural and royal seat of power for the
Malay empire for many years. It is also where one of the most renowned Malay
texts - Tuhfat al-Nafis (“precious gift”) - was written by Raja Ali Haji.
Today Nikoi has been developed into a boutique holiday destination allowing
tourists from all over the world to enjoy the island’s incredible natural beauty.

A DESTINATION DISCOVERED BY CHANCE
Nikoi is a private island owned by a small group of expatriates who have
lived in Asia for most of their working lives and share a passion for the
outdoors, nature, food and wine.
The group was put together by Andrew Dixon, an Australian who arrived
in Asia from Sydney in 1998 and soon became disenchanted with the
standard of holiday accommodation on offer. It was either flea-ridden
shacks or opulently garish marble and crystal chandelier decorated five
star hotels. Cultural sensitivity, vernacular design and simple luxuries
seemed unheard of.
Inspired by his own childhood beach holidays, where they were left to
explore the natural environment and entertain themselves, he believed
there had to be a better alternative. A desire to explore destinations
close to Singapore took him to the island of Bintan, a short ferry ride from
Singapore. Disappointed by the resorts in the north of the island they
began to explore the undiscovered East coast of Bintan.
A chance meeting with Peter Timmer, an American who had been living

on Bintan for many years, led to the development of the Nikoi Island of today.
“Together with Peter we hired a tiny fishing boat for the day to take a look at a
nearby island which was reputably for sale,” Dixon says. “Further out to sea we
could see Nikoi in the distance and couldn’t resist the temptation to explore it.”
“We expected to be confronted by owners, upset by our landing, but instead
were left to explore Nikoi’s white sandy beaches, pristine reefs, extraordinary
rock formations and cooling rainforest in peace.”
“It was hard to believe a piece of paradise could remain uninhabited and
untouched a mere 50 miles from Singapore.” The prospect of acquiring Nikoi
inevitably came with a great deal of responsibility to the investors in terms of
preserving the natural environment and beauty of the island.
It raised the question of how to incorporate construction techniques that were
appropriate to the environment and potentially appealing to like-minded holiday
makers.
Timmer, who has a passion for building with local materials, has developed

A DESTINATION DISCOVERED BY CHANCE
a style of architecture that blends both vernacular design with massive
pieces of driftwood to create dwellings in which the natural materials are
gracefully intertwined with modern simplicity. Building began in earnest
in January 2005 after Timmer was engaged as the principal designer and
project manager. Timmer’s unique design incorporates a double vaulted
roof which acts like a chimney stack drawing the hot air up and keeping
the houses cool avoiding the need for air-conditioning. Working on site
he has masterfully sculptured the houses, swimming pool and various bars
around the natural canvas he began with, such that these structures have
a real sense of belonging.
“This is ‘Luxury Survivor’ the like of which has never been seen before in
this region,” Dixon says. The design of the beach houses and their layout
over a 5ha site means Nikoi can accommodate a range of different groups.
It appeals both to families wanting a special weekend escape and couples
seeking romance, tranquillity and seclusion.
The ability to hire out the entire island for groups of up to 60 is also
attractive for corporate groups wanting to focus on team building or

smaller style conferences. The island has also become popular for groups of
friends celebrating milestone birthdays and other occasions. In May 2007
Nikoi was opened to the public and has fast become a popular destination for
Singapore expatriates and visitors from further a field. Many guests regularly
return some as many as 6 times a year.
Nikoi Island is fully booked on weekends months in advance. With weekday
bookings filling up fast it appears the secret of Nikoi is well and truly out.
In 2009 the owners of Nikoi formed The Island Foundation to help the local
community develop in a sustainable manner. One of Asia’s most successful
NGO’s the Population & Community Development Association (PDA)
has agreed to provide access to their vast experience. In 2010 The Island
Foundation was registered as an International charity in Singapore. To date 7
learning cenres with over 500 children registered for English and IT programs.
In addition the Foundation has been villages develop original artisanal products
which we marketed and sold by the Foundadtion under a retail brand called
Kura Kura. For more information please visit the Foundation website - www.
theilsandfoundation.com

JUST THE FACTS
How to get there…
Take a 45 minute ferry ride from Singapore to Bintan. Our drivers will
collect you and take you on a one hour journey through Indonesian
villages to our dock at Kawal on the east coast of Bintan. It is then a 20 to
30 minute ride out on one of our launches to Nikoi. VIP clearance at the
ferry terminal on Bintan is included in the transport package.

•
•

massages and daybed and sun lounges.
The two and three bedroom houses have additional rooms connected by
wooden walkways.
Additional separate bunk rooms in some houses for an overflow of children
(ie our two bedroom houses all have master and twin bedrooms plus a
bunkroom.

Accommodation…
Robinson Crusoe-inspired driftwood beach houses all have direct access
to perfect white sandy beaches.

Destinations…
Two thirds of Nikoi Island has been left untouched with the only disturbance
being tracks to allow guests to explore the island.

The houses are made with local driftwood and ‘alang alang’ grass roofs
creating ecofriendly accommodation that is spacious and stylish.
• 15 beach houses – a total of 21 rooms as some houses have two or
three rooms to accommodate families.

Dining with a difference…
Two 30ft long slabs of driftwood were cut, polished and transformed into
spectacular dining tables with the ability to seat up to 24 guests in each of the
island’s two dining rooms.

Total accommodation is for 42 guests and up to 60 guests if the additional
bunkrooms are used.

Soft white sand floors and open air rooms with concertina glass doors combine
to make the dining rooms both simple and chic. The promise of long lazy
lunches and nights of fine food and wine by the ocean awaits.

Beach house facilities:
• Romantic king-size beds with mosquito nets and ocean views
• Balcony over-looking the beach
• Built in daybeds and desk areas
• Luxurious tropical style bathroom with open shower and granite and
stone floors
• Outdoor shower, wooden decked lounge area with bar, bale for

Bars…
There are three bar areas on the island, each with its own character providing
island cocktails, spirits, local and imported beers and a range of fine wines. The
bar staff have been trained by some of the world’s leading barman and in the
process have created some unique cocktails using local ingredients many of
which are grown on the island.

JUST THE FACTS
The Yogi’s Beach Bar is nestled in against two magnificent granite boulders
and an old Indian rubber tree. Surrounded by wooden decking it has a
laid-back atmosphere and a great vantage point to survey the beach.
The Sunset Lounge is the main bar with lounges and beanbags providing a
wonderful location to chill out at the end of the day and watch the sunset
over Bintan Island.
The Pool Bar is nestled amongst stunning granite boulders overlooking
the sea and the broad deck where it provides poolside cocktails and a full
bar service. Have a dip then settle back with a cocktail and drink in the
setting.
Beach…
Plantation umbrellas, awnings and sun lounges combine with perfect
sand and jewel blue waters to make this a beach-lover’s paradise. Grab a
snorkel and fins and explore the picturesque reef that surrounds the island
or simply recline on the sun lounges with a book.
At night a beach bonfire casts a new perspective on Nikoi’s shores and
gives an excuse to contemplate the stars and the fabulously clear night sky.
Pools…
Two pools (adults/kids) have been built on the northern side of the island
just a few minutes walk from the beach houses through the jungle on
sandy paths.

Unusually, the pool is away from the main buildings and accommodation,
providing a separate destination within the island. The view out onto the South
China Sea and the backdrop of granite boulders are worth the walk on their
own.
Water sports…
Sailing dinghies (Lasers), kayaking, windsurfing, stand up paddle boarding,
snorkelling are all available are available at Nikoi for no additional fee. In addition
several catamarans and some more advanced windsurfers that are available for
hire. Other activities available at Nikoi include rock climbing, scuba diving, fishing,
kite surfing and exploring nearby deserted islands (charges apply).
Tennis…
Nikoi has two natural grass tennis courts - the only two in Indonesia. For those
who like a slower pace Croquet and Lawn Bowls are also available.
Fun for kids…
Kids of all ages are well entertained with Chief Scallywag, Yogi leading the pack
with his home made swords and bows and arrows being very popular.
Movie Night - The entertainment area in the Kids Club is transformed after dark
into an open-air cinema, with Pirates of the Caribbean and Yogi Bear both firm
favourites, needless to say!
Treasure Hunts – Join our chief pirate Yogi on a treasure hunt around the island.
A winner with kids of all ages.

JUST THE FACTS
Explore – The paths through the jungle or explore the diverse coral reef at
low tide. Nikoi provides endless opportunities for youngsters to discover
unspoilt nature.
Food and beverage…
Daily board of S$95++ per adult and S$45++ per child covers three
meals a day plus afternoon and morning tea and the use of most of our
water sports equipment. Drinks are paid for separately and taken on a tab.
The talented chef uses local ingredients to provide delicious meals off a
daily blackboard menu. In keeping with the boutique theme, a handpicked
wine list has been assembled, with an emphasis on small vineyards from
around the world that offer great value for money.
Children are well catered for with a specialised menu and meal times.

Tariffs…
Prices valid until 1 July 2018
One bedroom beach house from per night S$390
Two-bedroom beach house from per night S$700
Two-bedroom beach house from per night (2 x king sized beds) S$715
Three-bedroom beach house from per night S$870
Whole island (42 pax) from S$16,500 per night including meals and use of most
watersports equipment
Transfers from Bintan ferry terminal, includes VIP clearance, boat trip to Nikoi
and car transport across Bintan S$90++ per adult S$45++ per child

ACCOMODATION AND RATES
Accommodation on Nikoi is limited to 15 beachfront two-storey beach
houses. Privacy is guaranteed with all accommodation generously
spaced out over a 5 hectare site on the western side of the island. The
remaining 10 hectares have be reserved as a sanctuary to ensure that the
environmental impact is minimal and that there are plenty of secluded and
tranquil places to explore. Handcrafted from driftwood with vernacular
‘alang alang’ grass roofs, the one and two and three bedroom stilted beach
houses incorporate spacious upstairs bedrooms, bathrooms and balconies
to maximise water views and catch cooling sea breezes. The 140sqm
two-bedroom beach houses boast separate bedrooms linked by elevated
wooden walkways.
For those with larger families or extended families we have a threebedroom beach house with 170sqm of floor space. Three of our two
bedroom beach houses have an additional small bedroom suitable for a
maid or extra children. Downstairs is the ultimate in chill out zones with
an open-air deck area complete with day beds, bale and on request an
icebox and well stocked bar. Our one-bedroom beach houses are of a
similar layout and have over 100sqm of floor space. The houses are all
spread along a 500m beach so there is plenty of privacy.
Interiors introduce you to barefoot luxury at it’s very best. With vaulted
ceilings, electric fans and king sized beds resplendent in luxurious white
cotton sheets draped withgenerous mosquito nets. Ensuite bathrooms
have modern fittings set amongst natural stone and wood. Each beach
house has an iPod speaker system. Whilst free of televisions, telephones,

computers and fax machines, there is excellent mobile phone reception should
you wish to remain in contact with the outside world. Meals can be enjoyed
in the privacy of your own beach house, the clubhouse restaurant or under
a shady tree on the beach. And for those seeking total seclusion, a day trip
can be organised to one of the nearby deserted islands. The fixed menu will
change daily according to the seasonality of ingredients from the local markets
on Bintan. The emphasis is on fresh ingredients and simple cooking. Barbequed
seafood, local dishes and tropical fruits feature prominently on the menu.
A reasonably priced selection of beer, wine, spirits and soft drinks is available.
Our head barman is famous for his piña coladas and margaritas and for any
wannabe sailors we have an excellent selection of aged Caribbean Rums. We
also stock an extensive range of gins and whiskies.
Rates for our beach houses start at S$390 per double for the one bedroom
beach houses, S$700 for the two bedroom beach houses and $830 for the
three bedroom beach house. Daily board costs $95++ per day per adult and
$45++ for children (under 4 years old free) and includes free use of kayaks,
snorkelling equipment, sailing boats and windsurfers. More advanced equipment
is available for rent. Transfers from Bintan Ferry terminal to Nikoi cost $90++
return per adult and $45++ per child. This includes VIP immigration clearance,
car and boat transfer. Rates valid till 30 June 2018
So why not treat yourself to the Nikoi experience …….you will leave completely
relaxed by nature.

BEYOND GREEN
Are you cynical when a hotel asks you to reuse your towels when you
already do that at home. Do you read their marketing spiel on their “ecofriendly” credentials and think “what a load of over hyped marketing crap”.
Do hotels spend more money marketing their ecofriendly credentials
than they do putting it in place? At Nikoi we like to think beyond just
being green. So instead of spending lots of money trumpeting our
beautiful island we spend our entire marketing budget on supporting
the foundation we have established for the local community.
For us sustainable tourism means we have considered all of our
stakeholders through all phases of the development and operation. We
are pleased that our efforts are being recognised firstly with an award
for the best company in Bintan in 2009 and as a finalist in the 2009, 2010
and 2012 Wild Asia Responsible Tourism Awards (not held in 2010).
We have also been awarded Treehugger (part of Discovery Channel)
Best Resort 2012 and Conde Nast Gold List 2014, Nikoi was selected
as a finalist in the inaugural National Geographic responsible tourism
awards in 2015 and won an award from Wild Asia in 2015. Nikoi has
won many other awards.
We still have much to achieve but we do believe we are well on the way
to becoming a leading light in Sustainable Tourism.
Who are our stakeholders and what have we done:
Employees: - All of our construction team were Indonesian and many
were trained and left with new skills. But what is even more exciting
is that many of our construction crew continue to work on the island
some moving over to front of house positions, learning English, First Aid

and other valuable hospitality skills. All of our staff receive a fair living wage
and as they learn new skills we reward them accordingly. A number of our
staff now earn multiples of what they first started earning. All tips and service
revenue are distributed to local staff.
Local community: Almost all of our building materials were purchased locally
thus benefiting the local community. All of our boats have been built locally and
all of our staff are Indonesian. We buy almost 100% of our food ingredients
locally. We have established a foundation called The Island Foundation that has
an independent board and a full time independent director. The foundation
is registered in both Indonesia and Singapore as a charity. In this way we have
been able to attract external donors which has allowed the foundation to
develop at a faster rate than it might of otherwise. To date the foundation has
established 7 learning centres where we teach English and IT. We have also
hosted in conjuction with some leading Singapore schools teacher training
workshops. A retail brand is being established that will be used to help local
villagers sell arts and crafts that we have been helping them to develop. In time
we hope to help the villagers establish businesses that will help reduce their
reliance on the fishing industry which is in decline.
The foundation has established seven learning centres with a collection of
computers to give the local children access to facilities that they do not have
at school. A bilingual curriculum has been written which will take children
through to Cambridge Level 1 exams. That curriculum also educates the
children on the natural environment. We believe that helping educate the
children is keen to helping protect the area for the future and this is therefore a
focus for the foundation. In 2011 we held our first teacher training workshop
with over 80 local teachers attending since then we have hosted many teacher
training workshops.

BEYOND GREEN
Nikoi’s tag line is “Relaxed by Nature”. We like to think that guests leave
Nikoi not only relaxed but inspired by the example of how they can
live more responsibly. We do not try to ram it down their throats but
do believe that it is possible to lead by example. Our in room guides
provide detailed notes on what we do to help reduce our impact on the
environment. We also arrange for a naturalist visit the island regularly to
train our staff and give guests guided nature tours of the island.
Nikoi Island is a Long Run Alliance Member (LRAM). This means that we
directly manage or significantly influence the management of a natural area
of conservation value with defined geographical boundaries, have signed
The Long Run Charter and are committed to achieving sustainability
through a holistic balance of the 4Cs: conservation, community, culture
and commerce.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LED lighting and minimal landscape lighting with tiki lamps burning used
cooking oil
No air-conditioning units, efficient use of ceiling fans
Solar hot water
Solar PV array and battery bank that can generate half of our energy.
Extensive environmental impact survey carried out
External consultant engaged to minimise impact on flora and fauna
Daily collection of plastic and rubbish that washes up on the beaches
10ha of sanctuary
No trees cut down
No painted surfaces
Absolutely minimal plastic has been used (Pipes, electrical insulators and
sockets only)
Recycling of all waste, water recycling program
Natural landscaping and no construction in the inter-tidal zone
Natural grass tennis court
Minimal food waste through the use of a fixed menu
No TVs, DVDs or phones in the rooms
Protecting of sea turtle nests from fisherman and other predators
Eradication of rodents resident on the island
Working with NGOs to help protect the surrounding reefs
Refillable bottles for soaps and shampoos
Refillable glass water bottles (ie no plastic)
Buying unprocessed foods and avoiding packaged foods.
No printed brochures
Campaigning the Singapore authorities to clamp down on ship’s disposing
of waste at sea

To find out more, visit www.thelongrun.com or via The Long Run Facebook
page.

•
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•

Below is a list of what we do to minimise our impact on the environment:
• Driftwood and grass roofs used as the primary building materials.
• Sand paths around the island and sand floors in dining rooms

We have only just begun and there is much we can improve on but that to us
is exciting.

Being part of the Long Run Initiative we apply The Long Run approach
to life of acting today for a better tomorrow and aspire to become
Global Ecosphere Retreats® certified Long Run Destinations, actively
demonstrating innovative approaches to sustainable business and providing
practical examples of sustainability in action. The Long Run was established
by Jochen Zeitz with the aim of transforming all that we do into ways and
means to move this world forwards in a more sustainable manner.

w w w.nikoi.com
Email rela x @ nikoi.com
Tel +65 31582119
High resolution images can be downloaded from
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